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OUR STORY
While traveling through Northern Thailand in 2002, Jane McBride and Patricia Zinkowski,
discovered fifteen girls living in an abandoned school in the village of Doi Luang. The girls had little
adult supervision and were trying to survive as best they could in an area known for human
trafficking agents. The situation was extremely worrying. Their solution was to provide them with
safe shelter, education and support. Friends and family pitched in until Friends of Thai Daughters
was incorporated as a non-profit in 2005. For more than 15 years, FTD has helped protect and
educate dozens of girls and young women through our family-scale program.

OUR SUNFLOWER HOUSES
What began as a grass roots initiative to help a group of girls in need has turned out to be the most
rewarding work we could have ever imagined. FTD operates residential shelters known as
“Sunflower Houses”. Each is home to 15 girls, ages 10 – 18, who live in a family setting under the
care and guidance of loving houseparents.

Chiang Khong Sunflower House
Sunflower Thrivable™ Farm
Chiang Rai Sunflower House

MISSION

WE AIM TO PREVENT CHILD
TRAFFICKING BY EMPOWERING
VULNERABLE GIRLS TO BECOME
VALUED DAUGHTERS, EDUCATED
WOMEN AND INDEPENDENT
ADULTS.

OUR REACH
We don’t “find” girls. Our goal is not to fill
our homes but to meet the needs and have
a transformational impact in the lives of
the most vulnerable. Girls typically enter
our program through referrals from local
officials or other NGO’s. They must
demonstrate significant need and
vulnerability.
Each of our Daughters has a story to share.
Many are AIDS orphans or have parents in
prison. Many lack ID cards, leaving them
“stateless” and highly vulnerable to
traffickers.

OUR MODEL

FAMILY &
COMMUNITY
Our homes provide loving,
supportive family environment
where our Daughters are
cherished and valued

QUALITY
EDUCATION
We view the education of each
Daughter as an investment in
her family and her entire
community

ENCOURAGEMENT
TO DREAM
Our Daughters' dreams impact
their lives, and their lives
transform their communities

EDUCATION
We view the education of each Daughter as
an investment in her entire community and
the future generations of children who will
be influenced by her life.
We invest in our Daughters through
supporting their education through
University. We also support study tours,
computer literacy and online safety
programs, as well as internships.
Over time, fewer girls and women are
dependent and trapped in a cycle of
inequality, and instead grow up in a culture
where confidence and independence is
respected and celebrated.

ENCOURAGEMENT TO DREAM
At FTD, our Daughters are encouraged to dream big. Growing up without
enough food, surrounded by addiction and despair rendered them helpless and
vulnerable. When they join the FTD family, they become empowered to dream
of a future and a life of their own choosing.

FAMILY AND
COMMUNITY
We provide a family atmosphere and
prioritize community involvement for our
Daughters. Our Sunflower Houses provide a
loving, supportive environment.
Our Daughters participate in community
service events, leadership trainings,
mentorship programs, and learn life skills
like personal health and hygiene.
Our Daughters remain connected to their
families and communities. During school
breaks, they return to their hill tribe
villages to assist with child care and farm
work. FTD provides books, blankets,
eyeglasses and other necessities to families
in need. Our Daughters also lead camps and
workshops in their home villages.

THE ISSUES

The root causes of child trafficking include
Poverty:
In the Chiang Rai region of Northern Thailand, the poverty rate (defined
as $1.90 per day by the World Bank) is 10% higher than the national
average
Lack of education:
In Chiang Rai, school enrollment is lower than the national average and
and significantly lower literacy and education rates in Hill Tribe areas
Statelessness:
Statelessness is the number risk factor for trafficking. A stateless person
is not recognized under law and therefore without access to education,
healthcare, land ownership, and employment.
Thailand is home to over 475,000 stateless people. The majority of
stateless people are ethnic minorities.
Abuse:
23.8% of women who were trafficked for sex work experienced physical or
sexual violence before leaving home.

HILL TRIBES

Hill tribes are ethnic minorities living in remote highland mountain regions in
Thailand
Types of Hill Tribes include Karen, Hmong, Lahu, Akha
Hill tribes have their own distinct cultures, traditions, and language
Hill tribes often lack ID, access to education, healthcare, infrastructure,
and have increased rates of poverty
High poverty levels increase the northern drug economy as well as the
rate of prostitution, child trafficking, and spread of HIV/AIDS
The national average literacy rate is 93% in Thailand, but in Hill Tribes the
average is less than 30%

HUMAN TRAFFICKING

HUMAN TRAFFICKING CRISIS

Human trafficking is a growing problem across the globe, especially within developing countries. The
Greater Mekong Sub-region and Thailand have served as a source and destination country for traffickers
and victims. Sex trafficking puts women and girls at high risk of contracting HIV/AIDS and other
devastating health consequences, both mental and physical.
Often traffickers go to rural and impoverished villages and promise girls and their families that they will
be taken to the city to start jobs as waitresses or maids. Traffickers tell the families stories about all the
money their daughter will make and the different opportunities she will have. Traffickers will even make a
“down payment” on the girl and pay parents for their daughters before they take them.
The violence and poor living conditions victims experience is unimaginable to many people but is all too
real to them. Steps need to be taken to help trafficking victims now and to prevent future trafficking.

PAYING IT FORWARD RAINBOW HOUSE

RAINBOW HOUSE IS AN FTD PROJECT FOR
CHILDREN IN THE VILLAGE OF
SONPINNONG, HOME TO SEVERAL THAI
DAUGHTERS WHO WANTED TO SHARE THE
SKILLS AND TALENTS THEY HAVE
DEVELOPED AT FTD’S SUNFLOWER
HOUSE.
THE HOUSE BELONGS TO TWO
DAUGHTERS WHO INHERITED IT WHEN
THEIR MOTHER DIED OF CANCER, LIKELY
RELATED TO HER DECADES OF SPRAYING
PESTICIDES WITHOUT PROTECTION AS A
DAY LABORER. THEY DECIDED TO
DEDICATE THE PROPERTY AS A
COMMUNITY LEARNING CENTER. THIS
PROGRAM SERVES 200+ CHILDREN AND
YOUNG ADULTS.

DAUGHTER
LEADERSHIP TEAM
Our Daughter Leadership Team (DLT) inspires our
Daughters to be positive role models, change
makers, and educational leaders in their
community. DLT ensures Daughter advocacy and
participation in decision making and budgeting.
DLT works on a variety of initiatives such as
planning activities and workshops, talent shows,
English Hour, a Health Challenge, Sports Day, an
end of the year celebration and Zoom conference
calls with international donors and sponsors.

WHAT OUR DAUGHTERS SAY
"FTD adjusted my attitude in many areas
such as education, leadership, giving power
to women like us.”
“FTD gives me the opportunity to study and
meet many kind people. FTD always supports
me."
"FTD is not organization, but FTD is my big
family.”
“FTD makes me happy because it brings out
the best version of me.”

HOW IS FTD DIFFERENT
THAN YOUR HOME
VILLAGE?
“Staying at home is not comfortable. I
have to find food in the forest, but
when I am in FTD I have food to eat
without having to go into the forest.”
“At home I rarely go out. While at FTD I
can go out. I have done many activities
and eat good and tasty food.”
"I don’t have a family at home, I only
have my FTD family.”
“I am safe from everything here. I
always have good food, good water
every day. At FTD I have a chance to
improve myself."

WHAT DO YOU
LOVE ABOUT
YOUR VILLAGE
AND WHAT
WOULD YOU
CHANGE?
“I would like to change how children
get married at a young age and how
the village sees the importance of
education.”
“I want all people, women and men to
be able to achieve higher education”
“I love how my village tribal dances,
but I want to change their attitude
towards education.”

IMPACT OF FTD PROGRAMS ON OUR
DAUGHTERS AND COMMUNITY

THRIVABLE™ SUNFLOWER FARM
We have purchased land in Maechan, a village north of Chiang Rai, Thailand to build
Thailand’s first Thrivable™ community. Our farm will include an organic permaculture
garden, fish pond, sports pavilion, a farm to table restaurant, meeting space, and guest
accommodation. The farm will provide job training for our Daughters, summer camps for
village children, and workshops to teach sustainable farming.

HOW TO HELP

DAUGHTERS
$210 a month or $2,500 a year
will Sponsor a Daughter

EDUCATION
$250 will support school
supplies for a year

CAMP
$500 will support 10 children
attending our FTD summer
camp
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